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1. Abstract
High‐level officials and decision‐makers handle and store sensitive data with their own or with their
organisations’ mobile devices. The sensitive data may be owned by the person him/herself or by the
organisation. These users do not always follow security policies, creating a risk of leaking this sensitive data. It
is often impossible to assess all the places where data is accessed and/or stored.
The purpose of this study is to find mitigation mechanisms for a number of risks resulting from the usage of
such systems without obeying security policies.
The study was done by analysing usage scenarios; their actors and the assets to be secured; related mobile
threats; suitable mitigation mechanisms; and threats lacking good enough mitigation mechanisms.
The key results of this study are a set of threat descriptions and existing mitigation mechanisms, along with
proposed new mechanisms for mitigation.
Results can be implemented by adding the described security controls and mitigation mechanisms to systems
to improve their security.
Keywords: security awareness, security policies, mobile devices, COPE, BYOD, MDM, EMM, risk analysis
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6. Executive Summary and Recommendations
Smartphones are an inevitable presence in everyday life. High‐level officials and decision‐makers use mobile
devices to handle and store sensitive information that should be protected as well as possible.
However, those mobile devices are fundamentally unsecurable ‐ it is impossible to have absolutely secure
systems, even if users follow security policies. In addition to possibly poor cyber hygiene, such as free games
that use malicious advertisements or inadequate settings in social network services, mobile devices can often
be compromised without the user’s knowledge. This could lead to disclosure of personal information or
sensitive data with dire political and national consequences. Additionally, offensive campaigns can be staged
against decision‐makers through compromised mobile devices that can have detrimental effects.
This study describes and analyses threats and risks related to mobile device usage scenarios and presents
countermeasures and mitigation mechanisms for them. This is done by analysing several public documents
including security guidelines, checklists, security controls, presenting features of existing products (such as
secure smart phones) and work of security researchers. In addition to these, new countermeasures and
recommendations are presented.
The reader should be aware that there is no single rule to follow and no single security countermeasure that
would mitigate all the risks related to mobile devices. Several risk mitigation techniques exists, and by
combining them, the security of the whole system increases.
The detailed recommendations presented in this study include, but are not limited to:






Improving user security awareness;
Reinforcing security policies;
Strong authentication;
Monitoring accesses and behaviour of users and devices;
Encrypt media and communication.
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7. Introduction
The number of threats and attacks against mobile devices such as mobile phones, smartphones, tablets, and
laptops has been increasing and their effects have become more dangerous [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. Still,
more sophisticated attacks will arise in the future [9].
Being the perfect media convergence platform, mobile devices will continue to be first choice for all kinds of
users [10]. They are typically used in a variety of locations outside the organisation’s control [11]. Today, a lot
of corporate data is situated outside the company [12]. It is hard or, in some cases, even impossible to assess
all the places where data is accessed and/or stored [13].
Corporate data is data shared by the users of an organisation, generally across departments and/or geographic
regions. Because enterprise data loss can result in significant security issues for all parties involved,
corporations spend time and resources on careful and effective data modelling, solutions, security and storage.
Compared to personal mobile subscribers, enterprises have more concerns about mobile device security and
are willing to invest more effort to ensure their security [14]. Personal data is defined as any information about
a specific or definable natural person. A person is considered definable if, for example, a connection to the
person can be established by the information from the data combined with supplementary knowledge, even if
such knowledge is available only by coincidence.
Another element worth considering is where data is processed: Corporate data, processed outside its
perimeter border, adds complexity to any policy balanced approach. This is particularly true when considering
the usage of portable devices (including the personally owned ones) where ‘authorised’ users may wish to use
them for work purposes, for example using their own tablet computers to access, read and respond to work
emails, or working in a home‐office. It is evident that in this ‘outbound’ scenario the corporation must secure
its data to the same extent as an ‘inbound’ scenario, and must not introduce unacceptable risks (such as
malware) into corporate networks by failing to secure its own equipment.
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) has become popular and it is inevitable that a mobile device includes both
personal data and business data [14]. The same applies to Corporate Owned ‐ Personally Enabled devices
(COPE), which is the opposite approach to BYOD. Mobile devices are different from normal computers, as are
the security controls used in them [15]. This affects, for example, the usability of security controls.
As presented in Burson‐Marsteller’s Twiplomacy study 2014 [16], world leaders tweet a lot: More than half of
the world’s foreign ministers and their institutions are active on Twitter and more than two‐thirds (68 percent)
of all governmental decision‐makers have personal accounts. Individual smartphones and smartphone users
frequently cross‐over from their normal usage scenarios [17].
Security controls [18], guidelines [11], security checklists [19], and security policies [20] exist for securing
mobile devices, developed applications [21] [22], for BYOD [23], and for increasing user awareness [24],
however they do not target mobile devices used by high‐level decision‐makers. Few exceptions exist, such as
European Network and Information Security Agency’s (ENISA’s) Smartphones security report [17], where one of
usage scenarios is related to high officials. The second example is a collection of United Kingdom (UK)
Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) Communications and Electronic Security Group (CESG)
definitions for a security framework for end users working with OFFICIAL information and security controls for
mobile laptops to be used for OFFICIAL and OFFICIAL‐SENSITIVE information [25]. It should be noted, that in
Government Security Classification (GSC) levels [26], in addition to OFFICIAL level of information, we are
interested also in users who have clearance to access SECRET, TOP SECRET or similar levels of information.
Additional security controls are used in the mobile phones of high‐level officials and decision‐makers [27], and
there are additional security policies for using them [28]. Even so there have been security problems [29] [30]
[31] [32] [33] related to their phones or laptops. In addition to this, some countries have threatened to ban
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often in fundamental conflict with secure computing. Only the synergy of an enhanced technical situational
awareness and proactive human vigilance could mitigate the severity of security breaches.
The main contribution of this study is in analysing risks related to mobile devices used by high‐level officials and
decision‐makers, and describing mitigations to reduce these risks.
The paper continues with the section 8. ‘Research process (methods)‘, which describes the methods used in
this study. Section 9. describes usage scenarios, actors and assets. Then section 10. ‘Threats‘ discusses existing
threats and the following section 11. describes the risk analysis process we executed. The section 12.
‘Literature Review’ is divided into three subsections. The first includes reviews existing related guidelines,
security controls and checklists, the second includes a review of commercial security products that can already
be made available to make high‐level officials’ and decision‐makers’ usage scenarios more secure, and the third
subsection reviews results and proposals from research world. Results of the risk analysis and their mitigation
are presented in the section 13. ‘Results‘and new countermeasures to mitigate risks are proposed in section
14. ‘New countermeasures, security controls and recommendations‘. Finally, executive summary is in section 6.
and we finish with our conclusions in the section 15.
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8. Research process (methods)
In this study the most important risks related to mobile devices of high‐level decision‐makers are identified.
This is done by 1) identifying the assets worth protecting in usage scenarios related to high‐level officials, 2)
identifying the potential threats or threat sources and potential vulnerabilities (including analysis of research
publications, guidelines, security controls, checklists, commercial products, threat reports and security news
related to mobile devices, and creating attack trees), and 3) identifying the likelihood and impact of identified
threats and/or vulnerabilities.
After this we present existing commercial products, security controls, checklists, research proposals, and
guidelines that can be used to mitigate these risks. Mitigation mechanisms for threats having greater likelihood
and/or impact are presented. Thirdly, an analysis of the risks that cannot be mitigated by using these
aforementioned techniques has been performed. Lastly, new countermeasures, recommendations and security
controls for those risks that could not be mitigated in the previous step, are described and analysed. Mitigation
techniques have been numbered (M1‐M57) and presented in tables and are referenced in the text.
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9. Usage scenarios, actors and assets to be protected
This study is focusing on the following usage scenario related to high officials described in [17]:
The smartphone is used by a high or top‐level official in a business or government organisation, or by his or her
close aide. The smartphone is used for business phone calls, Internet browsing, corporate email, expense
management, customer relationship management, travel assistance, contact management, business social
networking, video conferencing, scheduling tasks, and reading documents. In addition, it is used for dealing
with sensitive information and/or tasks. [17]
If using GSC categorisation [26], the sensitive information locates at OFFICIAL‐SENSITIVE, SECRET, or at TOP‐
SECRET level.
Usage in such a scenario is subject to security policies and the functionality of the smartphone may be
restricted or customised, for example by adding cryptographic modules for protecting call‐confidentiality. It
should be noted that individual smartphones and smartphone users frequently cross‐over from one usage
scenario to another [17]. This means that there are possibilities that high‐level officials are using their work
phones as consumers, e.g., for navigation, not work related social networking, gaming, photography, video
recording, etc.
The following assets are especially worth protecting in usage scenarios of high‐level officials and decision‐
makers: a) sensitive data (voice and video calls, messages, documents, intellectual property, innovations, etc.),
b) privacy of the user (availability, location, traveling direction, contacts, behaviour, tasks, patterns, etc.), c)
credentials (usernames, passwords, key patterns, private keys, session keys, certificates, etc.), d) transactions
(calls, messages, contacts, money, etc.), e) reputation of the user (behaviour, customer relations, etc.), and f)
sensors of the device (microphone, etc.).
As described in [39], governments and private organisations are targets of several sources of threat, such as
state actors, terrorists, professional criminals, cyber vandals, scriptkiddies, hacktivists, internal actors and cyber
researchers. From these, state actors and professional criminals cause high level threats to both governments
and private organisations. Digital espionage by state actors and disruption of IT services done by professional
criminals are high threats targeting both governments and private organisations. In addition to these,
professional criminals are targeting private organisations with theft and the disclosure or selling of information,
as well as with IT takeover. High level threat is defined as being a clear development which make the threat
opportunistic or where measures have a limited effect. As described, various countries are developing the
ability to carry out offensive cyber operations, however in addition, states could also hire services or buy
products from other operators under a foreign banner, e.g., by pretending to be hacktivists. The intention of
professional criminals is to earn money. [39] It should be noted, that when targeting high‐level officials, they do
this by selling services or stolen information, not directly as when targeting consumers.
This study does not concentrate on insider threats, as they are not thought to be likely in selected usage
scenarios. As described in [40], insiders who commit IT sabotage attacks have personal predispositions, insiders
who steal intellectual property are usually scientists, engineers, salespeople, or programmers, and insiders who
commit frauds are usually low‐level employees who use authorized access during normal working hours to
steal or modify information.
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10.1. T1: Disclosure of information
Disclosure of information can be unintentional (accidental) or intentional (malicious).
Unauthorised disclosure is a circumstance or event whereby an entity gains access to information for which the
entity is not authorised [51]. Disclosure of information can be unintentional, unauthorised, or both. When the
revealed information is sensitive, the impact of unintentional disclosure might be high.
Users are not always aware of all the functionality of smartphone applications, e.g., cameras might add location
coordinates to photos taken or social network service to messages [41].
Unintentional disclosure may be the result of, e.g., lending the mobile device to a family member. This scenario
then goes under the next section. It can be also result of getting an unauthorised physical access to device, and,
perhaps in the simplest case, disclosing information about locations where the user has visited. Sometimes it is
also possible that disclosure of media access control (MAC) and Internet Protocol (IP) addresses happens, e.g.,
if it is possible to ping the device.
Information can leak also via the smartphone. Security researchers at Ben Gurion University have found a way
to infiltrate a closed network to lift data from an isolated computer using little more than a cellphone’s FM
radio receiver. At MALCON 2014, security researcher Mordechai Guri with the guidance of Prof. Yuval Elovici
from the cyber security labs at Ben Gurion University in Israel presented a breakthrough method (‘AirHopper’)
for leaking data from an isolated computer to a mobile phone without the presence of a network [53]. A
presentation of the attack can be watched [54].
The accelerometers in many smartphones could be used to decipher what you type into your PC keyboard —
including passwords and email content — according to computer scientists at Georgia Tech [55]. The technique
depends on the person typing at their computer with their mobile phone on the desk nearby. The vibrations
created by typing onto the computer keyboard can be detected by the accelerometer of the phone and
translated by a program into readable sentences with as much as 80 percent accuracy. [56]

10.2. T2: Unauthorised device usage
An example: a professor gives his work laptop to his granddaughter. This would be more common rather if he
forgets the unlocked laptop at cafeteria where one of his students finds it and opens it. In both cases the
unauthorised user (granddaughter or a student) has access to the device, however the impact might vary a
great deal. If the professor is lucky, the granddaughter will just play installed games with the laptop and cause
no real harm other than consuming battery. This could cause a short Denial‐of‐Service (DoS) attack if the
professor has forgotten the battery charger. If the student is malicious, she could, e.g., try to access his records,
modify teaching material, or just wipe everything on the laptop.
Mechanisms such as automatic locking of the device (M15), remote monitoring of user activities (M24, M27),
multi‐factor authentication (M5), etc. exist and are used in commercial products, as presented in the section
12.2. ‘Existing countermeasures and security controls‘. They provide mechanisms that prevent using it in wrong
locations, at wrong time, or using it ‘wrongly’ and this prevents obtaining information for which the user is
(perhaps) not authorised (M7, M24, M27). Usually these mechanisms are used only when the device is used to
access sensitive material in email servers. These kinds of use cases have additional security controls and
authentication mechanisms. In some cases it might be required that the unauthorised entity is not able to use
the system at all, which means also common usage such as playing games, drawing, or surfing web pages.
Several more advanced mechanisms to provide solutions for this threat exist, as described in the sections 12.2.
‘Existing countermeasures and security controls‘ and 14. ‘New countermeasures, security controls and
recommendations‘.
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tailgating (piggy‐backing), and shoulder surfing attacks. This is a different type of attack than getting credentials
to login to devices or installing malware to the mobile device.
Smartphones are a new type of device and users may not be aware of the fact that phishing is a serious risk on
smartphones as well. Actually, phishing attacks are platform independent because the adversary does not need
to attack the user’s device in any way [41]. Phishing attacks can lead to user installing malicious applications,
which can lead to privilege escalation and eventually bypassing secure containerisation.
As described by [10], mobile devices constitute main targets/channels to obtain user credentials: In this context
social engineering approaches target users over various channels supported in mobile devices such as voice,
instant and short messages and rogue apps, and these channels come to complement email as common
phishing delivery method. [10]
Some spear phishing emails look so legitimate, that it is difficult for a user to assess whether they are unsafe
and because of this, end users cannot reasonably be expected to have the capabilities to circumvent it [39].
Technical measures alone cannot solve this, in addition training is required.
Reasons why the risk of phishing is important for smartphone users have been described in [41]: 1)
Smartphones have a smaller screen, which means that adversaries can more easily disguise trust cues that
users rely on to decide on submitting credentials; e.g. cues that show whether the website uses Secure Socket
Layer (SSL), 2) app‐stores provide a new way of phishing by allowing adversaries to place fake apps in the app‐
store, disguising them as legitimate apps (such as 09Droid), and 3) smartphones provide additional channels
that can be used for phishing, e.g. SMS (SMiShing). Users may be less cautious about SMS phishing messages
[41].
Social engineering attacks can lead to any of the previous and following threats. The adversary may get
passwords used for storage encryption (T3.), get an unlocked device (T2.2.) or credentials to login (T2.1.) or be
able to access it remotely (T2.3.), or help in network spoofing (T7.), etc.
Possible proactive countermeasures against social engineering attacks is training (M11). Reactive
countermeasures are AV (M22) and monitoring (M24, M27).

10.7. T7: Network spoofing attacks
In this case an unauthorised entity gets access to traffic sent/received by the system and does something
wrong. This threat consequence may lead to or be a result of, for example,
wiretapping/eavesdropping/listening, disruption, modification, corruption, interception of the traffic, different
types of penetrations, dropping or delaying the traffic, or Man‐in‐the‐Middle (MitM) attacks. Sensitive
information (such as user location, International Mobile Station Equipment Identity (IMEI), International mobile
subscriber identity (IMSI), unencrypted traffic, usage patterns) may be leaked, communicating partners may
think the data is accurate and consistent even if it is not, etc.
Unsecured file transfers might lead to severe information leakage [10]. In [17], the likelihood of network
spoofing attacks is described to be medium and their impact high, totalling the risk to be high.
Current mobile devices and other technologies have several countermeasures against network spoofing,
implemented at different communication layers. Listing all of them is out of scope for this document, however
some special cases such as using end‐to‐end encryption of Voice over IP (VoIP) calls and text messages,
monitoring technologies (M20), tunnelling techniques such as Virtual Private Network (VPN) (M14), forcing
proper Wi‐Fi encryption (M17) and voiding malicious Wi‐Fi access points (M9, M25), and disabling wireless
interfaces (M33) when they are not needed will be shortly described in sections 12.1. ‘Existing guidelines,
24

Ruxcon Security Conference in Australia, an unnamed security researcher revealed that CyanogenMod
developers ‘copy‐pasted’ Oracle’s ‘sample code for Java 1.5’ and this puts Android devices with CyanogenMod
at risk of MitM attacks.
Lack of security patches, updates and secure distribution can lead to decreasing security, e.g., by presenting
bugs.

10.9. T9: Jailbreaking and rooting of devices
Jailbreaking and rooting and unlocking tools, resources and processes are constantly updated and have made
the process easier than ever for end‐users. Many users are lured to jailbreak their device in order to gain more
control over the device, upgrade their operating systems (OSs) or install packages normally unavailable through
standard channels. While having these options may allow the user to utilise the device more effectively, many
users do not understand that jailbreaking can potentially allow malware to bypass many of the device's built in
security features. The balance of user experience versus corporate security needs to be carefully considered,
since all mobile platforms have seen an increase in malware attacks over the past year. Mobile devices now
hold more personal and corporate data than ever before, and have become a very appealing target for
adversaries. Overall, the best defence for an enterprise is to build an overarching mobile strategy that accounts
for technical controls, non‐technical controls and the people in the environment. Considerations need to not
only focus on solutions such as MDMs, but also policies and procedures around common issues of BYOD and
user security awareness (M11) [99].

10.10. T10: Personal, political and organisational reputation
Losing reputation is possible, because it can be the result of many other threats that have been realised. For
example, disclosure of sensitive material unintentionally or intentionally, exposure of sensitive data to
unauthorised entities, losing the device in insecure locations, or using the mobile device maliciously instead of
as an authorised user, can lead to a decrease in personal, political and organisational reputation.
A way to plant false evidence such as call records, locations, etc. on the smartphone is described in [100]. The
scenario is to put decoy data such as innocent numbers on the smartphone, so that the real data escapes
forensics. This technique can work also vice versa just to plant false evidence in a way to harm someone’s
reputation for example plant compromising material in a victims smartphone. Presumably it will be an arms
race between programs like this and programs that harvest data from your phone.

10.11. T11: Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks
Mobile devices have limited resources and are vulnerable to DoS attacks [101].
DoS attacks can be categorised into the following: 1) consumption of computational resources such as
bandwidth, memory, disk space or processor time, 2) disruption of configuration information such as routing
information, 3) disruption of state information such as unsolicited resetting of TCP sessions, 4) disruption of
physical network components, and 5) obstructing the communication media between the intended users and
victim so that they cannot communicate adequately [102]. In smart phones, DoS attacks might be caused by
jamming radio channels, with MMS message flooding and incoming phone call flooding attacks, battery
exhaustion attacks [103] or disabling the smartphone by using smartphone blocking functions.
DoS attacks can be targeted also against systems such as Domain Name System (DNS), and cause serious
problems in the usage of mobile device. Several services such as DNS, Network Time Protocol (NTP), Character
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Generator Protocol (CHARGEN), Quote Of The Day (QOTD), Kad, and Quake Network Protocol can be exploited
to act as reflectors in distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks [104]. DDoS attacks have been categorised in [105].
DoS may also be the result of malicious or incidental usage of the device after getting physical access into a
device, and locking or wiping it due to too many failed login attempts.
Mitigation mechanisms against DoS attacks in mobile devices are, e.g., host‐based firewalls (M38), IDS and IPS
(M27).
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12.

Literature Review

This chapter is divided into different sections. The first section gives examples from existing guidelines,
checklists and security controls lists. The second section gives an overview of existing security controls already
used in commercial secure mobile devices. The third section discusses security controls and countermeasures
which have been presented by researchers but which have not been widely deployed in commercial products.

12.1. Existing guidelines, checklists and lists of security controls
Several common guidelines and precautions for securing mobile devices exist. All of these mechanisms mitigate
the risk of lost and stolen devices already exist in commercial mobile phones and applications. These risk
mitigation mechanisms do not affect only high‐level officials, but also common consumers.
12.1.1. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
NIST Special Publication 800‐124 [11] includes guidelines for managing the security of enterprise mobile
devices. Some specific examples such as performing vulnerability scans and penetration tests are mentioned.
The mitigation strategy for securing mobile devices in locations outside the organization’s control is layered;
the first layer involves requiring proper authentication, the second layer involves protecting sensitive data (M1,
M2, M3), and the third layer involves user training and awareness (M11). Organisations should assume that all
mobile devices are untrusted unless the organisation has properly secured them and is able to monitor their
security continuously while in use with enterprise applications and data [11].
12.1.2. SANS Institute
SANS’s monthly OUCH! security awareness newsletter for computer users lists using PIN codes, passwords,
pattern locks, remote tracking and wiping, encryption, backups as effective precautions, and gives four step to
follow if a device is stolen: 1) reporting the lost or stolen device (M11), 2) tracking the device (M7) or wiping
the data from it (M8), 3) contacting network service or phone providers (M9, M11), and 4) recovering data
from backups to a replacement device (M10, M21) [74].
SANS provides guidelines for creating policies for the use of handheld devices in corporate environments [20],
critical security controls (CSCs) [107], security checklists for mobile devices [19] and guidelines for improving
user awareness [24]. SANS’ security checklist for mobile devices version 1.3 [19] includes procedures and
descriptions related to developing and evaluating use cases, performing risk assessment (M32), reviewing and
updating policies (M32), training and awareness programs (M11), considering COPE and/or BYOD models
(M28), sandboxing (M18), configuration profiles (M42), validating minimum security settings, lifecycle
processes, and antivirus/malware protection (M22). The same document includes checklists for policies,
lifecycle, security settings, applications, COPE, and for BYOD. For example, the 5th procedure in the Policies
checklist proposes evaluating forensic examination (M29) before and after foreign travel, and the 18th
procedure in the same checklist describes that sensitive data should be minimised and deleted when not
needed, and sensitive information stored on the device should be off‐loaded to the PC and deleted from the
handheld device, if possible (M2).
SANS CSC 3 [18] describes security controls for hardware and software on mobile devices, laptops,
workstations, and servers. The first security control CSC 3‐1 is to establish and ensure the use of standard
secure configurations of the OSs by configuring, validating and updating images of the OS. Hardening should be
used and it is described typically to include 1) removal of unnecessary accounts such as service accounts (M31),
2) disabling or removal of unnecessary services (M31), 3) configuring non‐executable stacks and heaps (M33),
4) applying patches (M16), 5) closing open and unused network ports (M13), 6) implementing IDSs and/or IPSs
(M27), 7) use of host‐based firewalls (M35) [18]. Using secure images (M10, M16, M21) enable quick wiping
and installation, or giving a new clean device for the user every day (M19, M53). This relates to the fourth
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security control CSC 3‐4 which describes that compromised systems should be re‐imaged with the secure build.
Implementing automatic patching tools and processes (CSC 3‐2) must be thought out carefully, because there
might be use cases where updates include other vulnerabilities or do not work correctly, e.g., with other
software in devices. Therefore, it might be sometimes be required that system administrators do manual
remote updating and the system does not update itself automatically (M16). It is described in CSC 3 [18] that
rather than starting from scratch, organisations should start from publicly developed, vetted, and supported
security benchmarks, security guides, or checklists such as the Center for Internet Security Benchmarks
Program [108] or the NIST National Checklist Program [109]. In addition to deploying security controls
described in CSC 3, the organisation should measure the effectiveness of their automated implementation and
gather information from technical sensors [18].
SANS CSC 17 [110] describes security controls for data protection. The first is deploying approved hard drive
encryption software to mobile devices and systems that hold sensitive data (M3, M6). The same applies to
memory cards and internal memory used in smartphones.
As described in [24], computers are used to store, process and transfer data valuable to organisations. Because
of this, they have been the primary target for cyber adversaries. To protect against attacks, numerous technical
papers have been released on how to secure or harden OSs. Cyber adversaries have shifted their focus away
from targeting computers to targeting people because this attack vector is easier. The paper compares
‘humanOS’ to other OSs, and gives examples how to improve security awareness and human behaviour to be
more secure (M11) [24].
12.1.3. European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA)
ENISA describes the following opportunities for securing smartphones: 1) sandboxing (M18) and capability‐
based access control models (M34), 2) controlled software distribution (M16), 3) remote application removing
(M23), 4) convenient backup and recovery functions (M10), 5) additional authentication options such as
smartcards (M5), 6) additional encryption of voice calls (M20), and 6) diversity of hardware and software. For
high‐level officials, ENISA presents the following recommendations: 1) do not store sensitive data locally (M2)
and allow online access to sensitive data from a smartphone using a non‐caching application (M2), 2) encrypt
calls and SMS for end‐to‐end confidentiality (M20), and 3) wipe smartphones periodically (M21) and reload
them with a specially prepared and tested disk images (M21) [17].
12.1.4. Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority
The Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority has guidelines for securing mobile devices, the first set of
these guidelines [111] contains the following six pieces of advice: 1) use a code or pattern to lock the phone, 2)
enable automatic locking with proper delay (M15), 3) use passwords that are good enough, e.g. the PIN code
can be more than four numbers, 4) setup the phone to not show notifications of SMSs, instant messaging (IM),
news, etc. on the screen when the phone is locked, 5) update the phone OS and applications to the newest
versions frequently (M16), and 6) download applications only from reliable sources (M16).
The second set of guidelines [112] contains the following six general advisories: 1) be careful when using cloud
services, 2) enable remote alarm, locking and wiping services (M8), 3) remove personal information from the
phone when selling, disposing or returning it (M30), 4) be careful when buying a used phone, 5) be aware that
there is malware also for mobile phones and 6) buy a new phone after the manufacturer stops updating the
phone.
The third set of guidelines [113] by the Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority gives the following
advice: 1) encrypt the phone’s memory and the memory card (M3), 2) enable wireless interfaces, such as Wi‐Fi,
Bluetooth, NFC and the Global Positioning System (GPS), only when they are needed (M13), 3) use AV software
(M22), 4) root the device only if you know what you are doing, 5) use VPN‐connections when you use the
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12.1.7. Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)
The OWASP Mobile Security Project has listed top ten mobile risks, it provides information and guidelines for
developers to secure different platforms and to build secure mobile applications, and it gives its top 10 mobile
security controls.
The following security controls are listed as the top 10 mobile controls by OWASP [122]: 1) identify and protect
sensitive data, 2) handle password credentials securely on the device (M6), 3) ensure sensitive data is
protected in transit (M14, M20), 4) implement user authentication, authorisation and session management
correctly (M4, M5, M6), 5) keep the backend services and the server secure, 6) secure data integration with
third party services and applications, 7) pay specific attention to the collection and storage of consent for the
collection and use of the user’s data, 8) implement controls to prevent unauthorised access to paid‐for
resources (wallet, SMS, phone calls, etc.), 9) ensure secure distribution/provisioning of mobile applications
(M16), and 10) carefully check any runtime interpretation of code for errors. All of these include several
security controls.
OWASP gives guidelines for securing the storage to follow [123]:


Keep only the sensitive data that you need (M2), many eCommerce businesses utilise third party
payment providers to store credit card information for recurring billing. This offloads the burden of
keeping credit card numbers safe.



Only use strong cryptographic algorithms (M17), use approved public algorithms such as Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES), Rivest‐Shamir‐Adleman (RSA) public key cryptography, and Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA)‐256 or better for hashing. Do not use weak algorithms, such as MD5 or SHA1. Note
that the classification of a ‘strong’ cryptographic algorithm can change over time. The Cryptographic
Algorithm Validation Program (CAVP) in [124] is a good default place to go for validation of
cryptographic algorithms.



Ensure that random numbers are cryptographically strong and ensure that random algorithms are
seeded with sufficient entropy (M6).



Only use widely accepted implementations of cryptographic algorithms, so do not implement an
existing cryptographic algorithm on your own (M17).



Always ensure data integrity and authenticity. Use cryptographic cipher modes that offer both
confidentiality and authenticity via Authenticated Encryption (AE) mode under a uniform application
programming interface (API) (M17). Recommended modes include improving cipher block chaining
message authentication code (CBC‐MAC) mode with a counter (CCM) [125] mode, using
Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) [126] and Offset Codebook (OCB) [127] mode.

In the third bullet, it would be possible to use also additional hardware to generate random numbers (M17,
M43), e.g., as in [128].
12.1.8. Other guidelines and recommendations
Arxan proposes in [97] the following security controls relevant to high officials and decision‐makers: 1) all
applications should be built in a way that maintains the confidentiality of the application/code, 2) high‐value
mobile applications should include Runtime Application Self‐protection (RASP), 3) software that is used to
enable mobile wallets and payment applications should be protected with secure crypto (M6) and application
hardening, 4) determining if existing applications are exposed to risks that are unique to mobile environments,
including penetration testing (M12), exploring vulnerabilities from reverse‐engineering and tampering,
application repackaging, intellectual property and data theft exposure, cryptographic key exposure (M6), and
system compromise.
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12.2.2.2.

Encryption at the protocol layer

At the protocol layer, the protocol provides the encryption service. Most commonly, this is seen in HTTP Secure
(HTTPS), using SSL encryption to protect sensitive web traffic. The application no longer needs to implement
secure connectivity. However, this does not mean the application has a free ride. SSL requires careful attention
when used for mutual (client‐side) authentication, as there are two different session keys, one for each
direction. Each should be verified before transmitting sensitive data.
Adversaries and penetration testers use SSL to hide malicious requests (such as injection attacks for example).
Content scanners are most likely unable to decode the SSL connection, letting it pass to the vulnerable web
server.
12.2.2.3.

Encryption at the network layer

Below the protocol layer it is possible to use technologies such as VPN to protect data. This has many
incarnations, the most popular being Internet Protocol Security (IPsec), typically implemented as a protected
‘tunnel’ between two gateway routers. Neither the application nor the protocol needs to be crypto aware – all
traffic is encrypted regardless. Possible issues at this level are computational and bandwidth overheads on
network devices.
The only way to generate secure authentication tokens is to ensure there is no way to predict their sequence.
In other words: true random numbers. It could be argued that computers can not generate true random
numbers, but using new techniques such as reading mouse movements and key strokes, entropy has
significantly increased the randomness of random number generators (RNGs) (M6). It is critical that you do not
try to implement this on your own; use of existing, proven implementations is highly desirable [156].
Wi‐Fi and 4th generation (4G) of the Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM)
Wi‐Fi and GSM‐4G are considered to be the weak link of the network chain and there many serious arguments
that support this. By looking at the authentication and ciphering algorithms in 4G, such as Extensible
Authentication Protocol for Authentication and Key Agreement (EAP‐AKA), currently operating within the Long‐
Term Evolution (LTE) protocol, there are several vulnerabilities in LTE/ System Architecture Evolution (SAE)
security architecture ‐ specifically, insecure AKA key derivation procedures and the lack of fast re‐
authentication during handovers. [159] Even the hardest Wi‐Fi Protected Access II (WPA2) encryption
algorithm for Wi‐Fi can break in 10 minutes by applying a dictionary attack with an open source tool, Aircrack
[160].
Wireless intrusion prevention system (WIPS) is a level of defence for Wi‐Fi. Commercial products can supply a
holistic solution, such as the Cisco Wireless Intrusion Prevention System but this means building your own
infrastructure and most likely needs to be done inside the borders of a small area, no more than hundreds of
meters in extent.
It is possible to use active GSM‐4G interceptor as IBIS‐II. The IBIS‐II is an advanced integrated active solution
that includes all relevant subsystems in a single unit, allows the user to scan, analyse, intercept, monitor,
record and track GSM mobiles, regardless of if they are encrypted by A5.1 or A5.2 encryption (monitoring is not
done by forcing the mobile to use A5.0 or A5.2 but rather by an integrated deciphering capability) [161].
On the other hand this technique can also be used for protection. An economic and secure enough solution is a
Private Mobile Network, especially vehicle based solutions which provide an efficient way to deploy a Private
GSM network in minutes, ensuring that coverage can be provided when and where needed. [162]. This way we
can avoid MitM attacks on GSM‐4G but also keep logs and monitor the traffic for any malware application that
has infected a smartphone or any mobile device.
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Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)
The most common secure tunnelling protocol used in site‐to‐site VPNs (M14) is the IPsec Encapsulating
Security Payload (ESP), an extension to the standard IP protocol used by the Internet and most corporate
networks today. Most routers and firewalls now support IPsec and so can be used as a VPN gateway for the
private network behind them [163].
Another option, ‘mobile VPNs,’ are gaining popularity because they are clientless and use standard browsers.
These protect more than the login ‐ they proxy data over an SSL / Transport Layer Security (TLS) tunnel. Mobile
VPN products from vendors such as NetMotion and Columbitech are tuned for wireless, including optimization
for low‐speed cellular, WAN/LAN roaming and session persistence during brief network interruptions. [163]
VPN service providers should not keep logs, protect your anonymity, not discriminate against traffic or protocol
types, offer exit servers to help you get around location‐restricted content blocks, offer Anti‐Malware/Anti‐
Spyware Features and all the above at a reasonable price. In no specific order here are some of the ones
considered to be the best on the PC platform: Private Internet Access, TorGuard, IPVanish VPN, CyberGhost
VPN [164].
Even though the same principles have to be followed by smartphones, there many deferent commercial
products that need a lot of detailed research according to specific customer needs. On Android and Apple’s
platform there are VyprVPN, ExpressVPN, AirVPN, Mullvad, IPVanish, ibVPN, Private Internet Access. [165].
Last but not least, the final threat is ‘DNS Leaking’, which VPN providers and services have to be very cautious
about. ‘DNS Leaking’ happens when your system, even after you've connected to a VPN or anonymity network
like Tor, continues to query your ISP's DNS servers every time you visit a new website, connect to a new server,
or fire up a new internet‐connected application. Ultimately, it means that even though your traffic is encrypted,
your ISP—or worse, anyone snooping on the ‘last mile’ of your internet connection (aka, the network between
your computer and your ISP)—can clearly see everything you connect to on the internet and every site you visit
on the web [166].
Over the past few years, many vendors have released secure remote access products that use SSL and ordinary
web browsers as an alternative to IPsec/L2TP/PPTP VPNs. These ‘SSL VPNs’ are often referred to as ‘clientless,’
but it is more accurate to say that they use web browsers as VPN clients, usually in combination with
dynamically‐downloaded software (Java applet, ActiveX control, or temporary Win32 program that is removed
when the session ends). Also, unlike PPTP, L2TP, and IPsec VPNs, which connect remote hosts to an entire
private network, SSL VPNs tend to connect users to specific applications protected by the SSL VPN gateway
[163]. There are SSL VPNs commercial products for all smartphones platform, such as Cisco AnyConnect and
OpenVPN.
On the other hand there is an alternative and maybe even more secure solution, which is to build your own
VPN. It is possible to use a built‐in VPN client, found in the Settings on all smartphone platforms. You can select
the type of VPN protocol to be used: PPTP, L2TP, L2TP/IPsec PSK, or L2TP/IPsec CRT. The last is most secure but
requires a digital certificate. With L2TP/IPsec PSK, you can use a pre‐shared key (a password). PPTP is the
easiest type of VPN to set up, but it's also the least secure.
12.2.3. Mobile Device Management (MDM), Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) and
Mobile Application Management (MAM) solutions
The idea of BYOD is that instead of giving a corporate mobile device (smartphone or tablet mainly) to the
members of an organisation, they can use their own devices in the professional environment. This way the
employee only has to use and carry one device, instead of two (the personal and the professional). Obviously
this increases tremendously the exposure to risk of corporate data. How can enterprises allow BYOD in the
workplace while keeping information secure? This can be achieved, in part, with MDM.
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Manager for Mobile Devices, MaaS360 by FiberLink, MobiControl by Soti, MobileIron, SAP’s software,
Symantec Mobile Management Suite, Windows Phone MDM, XenMobile by Citrix, and Zenprise. Features and
functions of certain MDMs have been compared e.g., in [169] [170]. Some MDMs use virtualisation techniques,
see section 12.2.15. ‘Virtualisation‘.
It is not always possible to disseminate applications freely, because creators of the OS (e.g. Apple, Google and
Microsoft) control the stores [39]. This is one reason for certain MDM solutions and secure smartphone models
having their own application markets, and/or mechanisms for whitelisting installable applications. As described
by Adam Ely [12], the number one concern of users with mobile security rollouts is privacy, and because of this
employees are constantly pushing back on MDM implementations due to fear of employers seeing too much
about their personal lives. This means that a good user experience is one of the most important features for
successful BYOD and enforcement of policies.
12.2.3.1.

AirWatch Mobile Security Management

AirWatch Mobile Security Management provides mechanisms for remote locking or wiping, multi‐factor
authentication, whitelists and blacklists for applications, location and time‐based access control, FIPS 140
compliant document encryption via SSL, configuring policies to prevent copy/paste, and for email forwarding
[171]. WidePoint Management Mobility Services provides formulating and enforcing security policies,
employing encryption and access controls, remote access, device disposal and monitoring and regulating
wireless usage [172].
12.2.3.2.

Good for Enterprise

Good for Enterprise (GFE) is an application suite and a MDM which creates an enterprise‐managed container
that allows technical controls to be enforced in the absence of ones provided by the underlying platform. Good
Dynamics (GD) includes a software development kit (SDK) and an application wrapping toolkit. When using GFE
and/or GD, the following topics have to be thought about carefully: the underlying platform must be trusted,
the Good Network Operations Centres (NOCs) must be trusted and it must be observed that there is no
isolation between internal components such as email client and web browser [116].
12.2.3.3.

Kaspersky Security for Mobile

Kaspersky Security for Mobile [173] integrates security and management for mobile devices. It combines
mobile endpoint security capabilities and MDM functionality, effectively protecting mobile devices from
various threats including phishing attacks, social engineering techniques, viruses, Trojans, and bots. Anti‐theft
functionality is provided along with corporate application containerisation and data encryption. [173]
Smartphones and tablets are supported including Android, iOS, Windows Phone 8, Windows Mobile, Symbian
and BlackBerry and can be managed via one centralised management console. Plus, Over the Air (OTA)
capabilities enable mobile access to corporate data and systems such as contacts, calendars and email systems
so that mobile security is managed from a ‘single pane of glass’ [173].
Kaspersky Security for Mobile scans every file, application and email attachment using a combination of
signature‐based protection, heuristic analysis and cloud‐assisted anti‐malware technology. It works in the
background with little or no effect on performance or productivity; and real‐time updates from the cloud‐based
Kaspersky Security Network (KSN) delivers a fast response to new threats. Whilst the Anti‐spam and Safe
Browser filters out unwanted mobile calls and texts, and protects against phishing websites respectively [173].
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Windows Phone supports usage of TPMs. TPM is a standards‐based crypto‐processor capable of creating and
protecting cryptographic keys and hashes. In addition, a TPM can digitally sign data using a private key that
software cannot access. Essentially, a TPM is a crypto‐processor and secure storage place that both UEFI and
the OS can use to store integrity data, meaning hashes (which verify that firmware and critical files have not
been changed) and keys (which verify that a digital signature is genuine).
Among other functions, Windows Phone uses the TPM (M6) for cryptographic calculations and to protect the
keys for BitLocker storage encryption, virtual smart cards, and certificates. All Windows Phone 8.1 devices
include a TPM.
Windows Phone 8.1 performs device encryption, which is based on BitLocker technology, to encrypt the
internal storage of devices with 128‐bit AES encryption. The encryption key is protected by the TPM to ensure
that the data cannot be accessed by unauthorised users, even if the internal storage media is physically
removed from the device.
The Require Device Encryption policy prevents users from disabling device encryption and forces encryption of
internal storage. Additional security can be included when the Device wipe threshold policy has been
implemented to wipe the device when a brute‐force attack on the PIN lock is detected.
Windows Phone stores the apps on an encrypted Secure Digital (SD) card partition that is specifically
designated for applications. This feature is always enabled, so there is no need to explicitly set a policy to have
this level of protection. The use of SD cards can be disabled if needed to increase security due to the fact that
personal content (like photos or videos) is stored in an unencrypted partition so the user can access this
information on other devices.
12.2.5.3.

Apple iOS

Apple’s iOS includes a built‐in MDM solution (M23). It has differences between the management features of
personal and corporate‐owned iOS devices. Apple’s iOS provides common MDM functionalities for personal
devices such as controlling corporate managed accounts, applications, documents, and data, as well as
integrated security features such as password enforcement and remote lock or wipe of lost or stolen devices. In
addition to these, iOS MDM enables separation of enterprise settings, accounts, and applications installed by
MDM from installations performed by the user. It is claimed that personal data is not accessible to the
organization. In corporate‐owned devices it is possible to filter content, setup devices directly to have some
wanted configurations after getting them from Apple (by using Apple’s Device Enrollment Program (DEP),
supervise if the devices are shared by several people, remote wipe the device, and use an always‐on VPN
and/or a global proxy [186] [187] [188] [189] [190]. Third‐party MDM solutions can be built on the native MDM
provided by iOS. It is possible to flag email addresses to ensure that only trusted contacts receive sensitive
messages [191]. As described in [192], iOS has strong security features in some very specific areas such as code‐
signing and DEP, to help prevent jail‐breaking and copying of applications from the Apple App store.
Devices with iOS always use enabled hardware‐based encryption using 256‐bit AES to protect all data on the
device [193]. It is mentioned in [189] that the cryptographic modules in iOS 8 are undergoing validation for
compliance with U.S. Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140‐2 Level 1. Strangely, it is claimed in
Apple’s developer pages [193], that the cryptographic modules in iOS 6 or later have been validated to comply
with U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140‐2 Level 1.
The device’s unique ID (UID) and a device group ID (GID) are AES 256‐bit keys fused (UID) or compiled (GID)
into the application processor during manufacturing.
Apart from the UID and GID, all other cryptographic keys are created by the system’s RNG using an algorithm
based on CTR_DRBG. System entropy is generated from timing variations during boot, and additionally from
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12.2.5.10.

GSMK CryptoPhone

GSMK CryptoPhone differs from all previously described secure phone models in the following areas: 1) GSMK
allows anyone to review the source code used in the GSMK Cryptophone (M37), 2) it has models for mobile,
landline and satellite communication but also software for Windows and Windows Mobile, and 3) special self‐
destroying messages (M39). Security controls available in other phones are voice and SMS message encryption
[143].
GSMK CryptoPhone has smartphone models based on Android, Microsoft Windows Mobile, but also normal
GSM quad‐band mobile phones. It is strange is that some leaflets [227] describe that a heavily modified and
stripped‐down Windows Mobile version 6.5 has been used in some models. It should be noted that version 6.5
is historic, it is not updated in few years, and it is not open source.
CryptoPhone was used to analyse communications in the baseband processor and discover suspicious activity
indicating the presence of fake base stations nearby [228].
12.2.5.11.

Jolla’s Sailfish operating system (OS)

Jolla [144] has similar approach as GSMK CryptoPhone in its openness; anyone can review the source code of
the OS, as well as open source software installed to the phone (M37). In an optimal situation, this approach
stops malicious software before it can be distributed. It is able to run Android software in Jolla. The Dalvik
runtime is isolated, so it is possible to turn certain permissions off from certain Android software (M18).
12.2.5.12.

Sectra Tiger 7401

Sectra Tiger 7401 [229] provides a mobile encryption solution at security level SECRET. It is approved by the
Dutch security agency for national SECRET and it is pending approval by the European Union (EU) at security
level SECRET.
The Sectra Tiger 7401 is a secure mobile phone that is designed for ease of use. It is developed for people with
strict security requirements that also need to be able to communicate securely when not at the office or when
travelling. This phone meets their high demands of flexibility and mobility. It is easy for new users to adapt to,
and can be used for secure voice communication and sending secure SMS and data. Sectra Tiger 7401 a)
operates on 2nd (2G) and 3rd (3G) generation GSM as well as satellite communication and IP‐networks, b)
enables non‐encrypted and end‐to‐end encryption in a single device and c) is interoperable and SCIP‐
compatible: it operates on the SECRET security level and provides transparent interoperability between
national, EU and NATO domains.
12.2.6. Multiple user accounts
Multiple user accounts have been in Android since version 4.2 and usable in tablet devices, and since Android
5.0 [230] also in smartphones. Multiple user account (M42) allows users to maintain their own screen locks,
separate home screens, contacts, wallpapers and general settings, however there are several differences
compared to user accounts in OSs used in laptops and desktop computers. Uninstalling an application on one
account uninstalls it on all accounts, and accepting new permissions for an application on one account accepts
them across all accounts. The owner of the phone can remove secondary accounts at any time. Using multiple
accounts is useful, e.g., if parents want to let their children to use the same device without giving them too
much permission (guest mode). Multiple user accounts are used in organisations laptops but as far as we know,
not yet in smartphones.
12.2.7. Multi-factor authentication products
Multi‐factor authentication (MFS) is authentication mechanism (M4, M5) which includes at least two of the
three existing authentication factors: 1) knowledge (something you know), 2) possession (something you have),
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and 3) inherence (something you are). As described in [231], these factors are not unique to mobile devices;
however, there are mobile device‐specific issues to consider for all three factors.
Fido Alliance has currently two specifications for user authentication, to enable authentication without
passwords and to use the second authentication factor in authentication [232].
12.2.7.1.

Something you know

As described in [231], the knowledge factor is currently the most commonly used authentication factor for user
authentication. A user presents a user ID or a username and then provides a secret value, the password that
only the user knows. The authentication scheme relies on the strength of the secret value: how difficult the
password is to guess [231].
As described in [231], strong passwords are needed to protect user accounts from various types of brute force
attacks; this means that password policies have to be followed. How good and bad passwords can be
distinguished has been described in [233]. As described in [15] and [231], passwords that conform to such
security policies can be difficult to enter on mobile devices. Requiring users to enter such passwords repeatedly
creates usability problems [231]. Many guidelines presented in section 12.1. ‘Existing guidelines, checklists and
lists of security controls‘ mention the importance of good passwords.
The knowledge factor is often combined with the possession factor, e.g., when the user has to answer (type or
enter) a correct code to a call, to be able to authenticate [231].
12.2.7.2.

Something you have

Simplest examples of possession factors from real life are physical keys used to open physical locks. Common
choices for proving possession are: a) Hardware tokens that generate one‐time passwords (OTPs) such as RSA
SecurID, VASCO, SafeNet SafeWord, Authenex A‐Key, SecureMetric SecureOTP, and ActivIdentity OTP Token, b)
hardware tokens that perform cryptographic operations and connect directly to the device authenticating the
user, to transmit the result of a cryptographic operation to the server, c) access to an email address is often
used to authenticate users, especially for password reset operations, and d) the mobile device itself can be
‘registered’ with an application, and then, possession of the device can be used as a ‘something you have’
authentication facto. [231]
It is possible to use these methods also with mobile applications. Some vendors have started producing
specialised hardware such as smartcard readers that can be connected to the headphone jacks on mobile
devices [231].
Commercial software based security tokens such as [234] [235] [236] [237] exist. They enable usage of the
mobile phone as an authentication factor. In addition to software based tokens, commercial hardware
authenticators [236] and OTP tokens [238] exist.
In addition to guidelines for securing mobile devices described in the sections 12.1.5. ‘Communications‐
Electronics Security Group (CESG)‘ and 12.1.6. ‘Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI)‘,
CESG and CPNI provide guidelines for using Excitor G/On OS with end user mobile devices [239]. A
recommended architecture for the platform is described in Figure 18.
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devices do not allow applications to utilize specialized hardware/software to authenticate users using
biometrics. [231]’
Authors of [231] describe the main problem of the inherence factor: ‘The main problem with using biometrics
on mobile devices is that most devices do not support a standard interface using which biometric information
can be collected. Eventually, this problem may be resolved; once applications can rely on devices to gather
biometric information, usability issues associated with authentication on mobile devices will be virtually
eliminated. However, the typical concerns with biometrics such as tuning false accept / false reject rates will still
need to be addressed. [231]’
Typical biometrics used to authenticate users (not just on mobile devices) include facial features, speech
patterns, fingerprints, iris patterns, etc. Some of these are easier to bypass than others [231].
12.2.8. Tracking of devices
All current smartphones and tablets and also some laptops include chips for location tracking (M7), enabling
geolocation of the device when it is turned on and connected to the Internet. Some manufacturers provide this
at the OS level, and specific software is also available. To make tracking of devices possible even if they are not
turned on, an additional tracking device could be used and attached to the mobile device (M49). Examples of
such are Bravo [240] which uses crowdsourcing to locate devices, RuuviTracker [241], and ThingSee [242]. With
laptops the integration would be easier, because usually there is some free space inside them, however with
smartphones this might be too difficult.
12.2.9. Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDS/IPS)
An intrusion detection system is a device or software application that monitors network or information system
activities for malicious activities or policy violations and automatically alerts administrators when a
compromise is detected.
The IDS works by monitoring system activity and examining vulnerabilities in the system, file integrity and
conducting an analysis of patterns based on already known attacks or network or system anomalies. An IDS is a
passive system where its sensor detects a potential security breach, logs the information and then triggers an
alert. In contrast, a reactive system or IPS, prevents attacks by resetting the connection, dropping a malicious
packet or blocking all further traffic from the source IP address or port.
IPSs are prevalent these days and commonly detect as well as prevent attacks.
Intrusion Detection Systems use one of two detection techniques, anomaly‐based and signature‐based.
Anomaly‐based IDS
An anomaly based IDS monitors network traffic and compares it against an established baseline. The baseline
will identify what is ‘normal’ for that network such as the bandwidth that is normally utilised, types of protocols
used, port and device connections and alert the administrator or user when traffic is detected which is
anomalous, or significantly different, from the baseline. Anomaly based IDSs may generate false positive alerts
for legitimate use if the baselines are not intelligently configured.
Signature‐based IDS
A signature based IDS monitors packets on the network and compares them against a database of signatures or
attributes from known malicious threats. This is similar to the way most antivirus software detects malware.
Signature based IDSs may not detect a zero‐day threat.
Types of IDSs include the Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS), Host Based Intrusion Detection Systems
(HIDS) and Wireless Intrusion Detection System (WIDS).
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Other IDSs include the Application protocol‐based intrusion detection system (APIDS), Protocol‐based intrusion
detection system (PIDS), and Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) but will not be discussed
here as they are outside the scope of this study.
12.2.9.1.

Network intrusion detection systems (NIDS)

Network intrusion detection systems are positioned at a strategic point or points within a network to monitor
traffic to and from all devices. An analysis is performed on passing traffic on the entire subnet that works in
promiscuous mode, and matches the traffic that passes through the subnets against a library of known attacks.
If an attack is identified, or abnormal behaviour is sensed, an alert will be sent to the administrator. Most
modern intrusion detection systems are IPS and companies are developing next generation technology to keep
pace with the changing threat landscape.
According to Greg Young of Gartner Research, ‘Gartner uses the term ‘next‐generation network IPS’ to indicate
the necessary evolution of network IPS to deal with changes in network communications and applications and
changes in the threat landscape. As a minimum, a next‐gen IPS will have standard first‐generation IPS
capabilities plus application awareness, context awareness, content awareness especially providing full stack
inspection.’
Cisco FirePOWER Next‐Generation IPS (NGIPS)
Cisco FirePOWER NGIPS [243] solution integrates real‐time contextual awareness, network intrusion
prevention and intelligent security automation. It allows you to tackle the entire attack field providing more
visibility into the environment.
Highlights
•

•
•
•
•

Real‐time contextual awareness that correlate extensive amounts of event data related to IT
environments like applications, users, devices, OSs, vulnerabilities, services, processes, network
behaviours, files, and threats.
Advanced threat protection validated by independent third‐party testing.
Intelligent security automation such as event impact assessment, IPS policy tuning, policy
management, network behaviour analysis, and user identification.
Low‐latency, single‐pass design of appliances that promote high performance and scalability.
Application control options including URL filtering and advanced malware protection (AMP) discover,
track, and block suspect files and malware preventing the spread of outbreaks and reinfection.

McAfee Network Security Platform (NSP)
The McAfee NSP [244] is an IPS solution that discovers and blocks advanced threats in the network using
multiple, signature‐less detection techniques such as Advanced Threat Defence, real‐time emulation, and
endpoint integration. The next‐generation hardware platform scales to speeds of over 40 Gbps, so that
performance meets the needs of demanding networks.
McAfee NSP uses behavioural heuristics with real‐time McAfee Global Threat Intelligence feeds to accurately
identify and prevent malicious attacks for which no signature exists. It does this by organising multiple security
technologies to handle elusive and evasive attacks that are missed when only one approach is used in an IDS.
Highlights
•

Streamlines security operations with beyond layer‐7 visibility to expose hidden attack patterns for fast,
accurate response to network‐borne attacks.
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Trend Micro End Point Security and Mobile Security
Trend Micro Enterprise Security for Endpoints [248] delivers protection including antimalware, web reputation
technology to block access to malicious websites, and HIPS protection. With Trend Micro’s cloud‐based
security, pattern files are managed in the cloud and not on endpoints, thus freeing computing resources and
optimizing performance.
Trend Micro Enterprise Security for Endpoints provides protection for file servers, desktops, and laptops with
faster scans, support for virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) and virtual patching. Add on Trend Micro
Enterprise Data Protection for mobile security, integrated data loss prevention (DLP), and data encryption.
Highlights
Mobile Device Security add‐on:


Detects and blocks malicious applications and data files



Anti‐malware and web reputation blocks malware and malicious websites



Capable of detecting attacks that enter via network applications, ports and services, using the firewall
and IDS



User policies can be configured to monitor, block, and logs calls, SMS and MMS sent to and from
devices

Symantec Endpoint Protection
Symantec Endpoint Protection [249] combines traditional antivirus, Network Threat Protection analysis,
firewall and IPS to deliver full protection on physical and virtual systems.
Highlights


Replaced traditional scanning of every file with scan elimination and de‐duplication through Virtual
Image Exception and Shared Insight Cache, reducing scan times and providing the fastest performance
available. Known good files can be skipped.



Provides layered protection across Windows, Mac, Linux and Virtual machines



Enhanced remote deployment



Granular policy settings that enable system lockdown, host integrity and application and device
control

Check Point Capsule Cloud
Check Point Capsule [250] enables organizations to extend their corporate security policy to mobile devices,
providing real‐time protection against web threats for mobile users outside of the enterprise security
perimeter. Check Point Capsule offers the protection of the Check Point Software Blades as a cloud‐based
service, and ensures that corporate policy is always enforced and corporate data and devices are protected.
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reported. Cryptographic hashes are employed to detect changes in a file without storing the entire contents of
the file in the database.
Open Source Tripwire also serve many other purposes, such as integrity assurance, change management, and
policy compliance.
Mobile IDS/IPS
Although there are many host‐based IDS/IPS available, solutions for mobile devices are not as prevalent. Two
companies that have brought IDS/IPS to mobile devices arena are Zimperium Mobile Security and Skycure.
Skycure
Skycure’s [254] technology offers a complete device‐level approach to securing mobile devices from internal
and external threats. Its mobile apps are seamless, running in the background and do not affect usability,
performance, or battery consumption. The apps alert the user in real‐time when the device’s security is
compromised. The apps also provide the user with mitigation steps and educational content to help better
secure the mobile device.
Highlights


iOS and Android devices supported



Active honeypot where detection sensors identify when the device is under attack and trigger
protection



Continuous detection ‐ continuous behavioural analysis of device and wireless network activity



Selective Protection ‐ protects mobile devices selectively in accordance with specific IT policies



Cloud‐based enabling management



Secure communications to prevent Wi‐Fi MitM attacks



Cloud‐based and/or on premise deployment

Zimperium Enterprise Mobile Security
Zimperium Enterprise Mobile Security [255] has several products to secure mobile devices. zIPS is a mobile
intrusion prevention system application for iOS and Android devices that defends against both network and
host‐based cyber‐attacks, and can detect both known and unknown threats by analyzing the behaviour of a
mobile device. By monitoring small deviations in the mobile device’s statistics, processes, memory, CPU and
other parameters, z9 technology can accurately identify the specific type of malicious attack, and the forensics
that indicate the circumstances of how the attack occurred. The z9 engine does not use application sandboxing
or tunnel traffic through the cloud, but sits directly on the mobile devices within the zIPS application.
Product named z9 monitors the whole device for malicious behaviour and dynamically detects known and
unknown threats in real‐time thereby preventing compromised mobile devices from gaining access to the
corporate network by isolating the device or disabling it from the Wi‐Fi access point. It can detect the following
host based attacks: a) spearphishing attacks via malicious URLS and PDF files, b) malicious applications such as
time bombs and self‐modifying applications, c) OS exploits and d) kernel exploits. From the network attacks it
can detect the following: a) reconnaissance scans, b) network traffic redirection, i.e., MitM attacks, c) SSL
stripping techniques, d) rogue access points, e) rogue basestation/femtocell.
To complement zIPS, Zimperium also offers zConsole, an enterprise mobile threat management dashboard that
provides visibility into each security incident on zIPS‐protected mobile devices with forensic detail. zAnti, is an
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enterprise mobile risk assessment penetration testing tool for performing security audits. It is a mobile
penetration testing toolkit that lets security managers assess the risk level of a network and gives
administrators the ability to simulate an advanced adversary in order to identify the malicious techniques they
use to compromise the network. Using the available customizable network reconnaissance scans, security
administrators can also discover authentication, backdoor, brute‐force attacks, DNS and protocol‐specific
attacks and rogue access points.
12.2.9.3.

Wireless intrusion detection systems (WIDS) and prevention systems (WIPS)

Wireless Intrusion Detection Systems helps protect wireless LANs (WLAN) by monitoring the radio spectrum for
the presence of unauthorised rogue access points and the use of wireless attack tools. When a rogue access
point is detected, an alert is sent. Rogue access points are discovered by comparing the MAC address of the
participating wireless devices or fingerprinting.
Wireless Intrusion Prevention Systems prevent attacks perpetrated through exploits conducted via the
infiltration of rogue access points. WIPS sensors analyse the traffic in the air and then send the information to
WIPS server. The WIPS server then compares and validates the information against the defined policies and
assigns a threat classification. If a threat is discovered the administrator is sent an alert and the WIPS takes
automatic protection measures.
Motorola AirDefense Wireless IDPS
AirDefense’s Security & Compliance commercial solution [256] is an advanced continuous wireless monitoring
tool that identifies network attacks, vulnerabilities and can terminate connections to any rogue device. It is
meant for both intrusion detection and prevention. The system uses collaborative intelligence, with access
points and dedicated sensors that work with a server appliance to monitor all 802.11 (a/b/g/n) wireless traffic.
In addition to protection against threats the solution also offers policy and compliance monitoring.
Kismet
Kismet [257] is a free and open source wireless network detector, sniffer, and intrusion detection system. It
works with any wireless card that supports raw monitoring (rfmon) mode, and can sniff 802.11b, 802.11a,
802.11g, and 802.11n traffic. Kismet also supports plugins that extends sniffing to other media such as DECT.
Kismet passively collects packets, detecting standard named and hidden networks, and inferring the presence
of non‐beaconing networks via data traffic. It includes IDS functionality, providing both stateless and stateful
IDS for layer 2 and layer 3 wireless attacks. Kismet can alert on fingerprints (specific single‐packet attacks) and
trends such as unusual probes, disassociation floods, etc.
Snort IDS
As described in the section 12.2.9.1. ‘Network intrusion detection systems (NIDS)‘, Snort IDS is a free and open
source network intrusion prevention system (NIPS) and network intrusion detection system (NIDS). [258] It can
also be configured via rule sets as a WIDS.
12.2.10. Security Information & Event Management (SIEM)
As described by Algis Kibirkstis in [259] A SIEM system is defined as a hybrid solution coming from two distinct
security‐related products: Security Information Management (SIM) systems, technologies focused upon policy
and standards compliance through the consolidation of logs, the analysis of data and the reporting of findings;
and Security Event Management (SEM) systems, which provide technical support in the management of
threats, events and security incidents in real time [259].
In a nutshell, SIEM systems identify, monitor, record and analyse security events or incidents; they also usually
employ log management.
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12.2.11.2.

Rapid 7 Nexpose

Nexpose [268] is a vulnerability management solution that analyses vulnerabilities, controls, and
configurations. To prioritise and drive risk reduction, it uses RealContext™ and RealRisk™ technologies, and
simulates the adversary's mindset.
Mobilisafe is Nexpose’s cloud based solution for continuous monitoring of vulnerabilities on mobile devices
without requiring agents being installed on them. It allows for the automatic risk assessment of all the mobile
devices (tablets, smartphones) and provides simple tools to eliminate those risks. Risks can be mitigated quickly
and employees can easily update their devices to the latest available firmware to eliminate vulnerabilities, or
those devices can be blocked from accessing the company network.
12.2.11.3.

Retina CS Enterprise

Retina CS Enterprise [269] provides context‐aware vulnerability assessment and risk analysis. Retina’s
architecture works with users to proactively identify security exposures, analyse business impact, and plan and
conduct remediation across a disparate and heterogeneous infrastructure.
Highlights
•

Discovers network, web, mobile, cloud and virtual infrastructure

•

Profiles asset configuration and risk potential

•

Pinpoints vulnerabilities, malware and attacks

•

Analyses threat potential and return on remediation

•

Remediates vulnerabilities via integrated patch management

•

Reports on vulnerabilities, compliance, benchmarks, etc.

•

Protects endpoints against client‐side attacks
12.2.11.4.

Retina CS for Mobile

Retina CS for Mobile [270] integrates mobile device assessment and vulnerability management thereby
reducing risks for Android, Blackberry and devices managed via ActiveSync by implementing a proactive
approach for discover, prioritise and fix smartphone security weaknesses.
Retina CS for Mobile supports compliance requirements with in‐depth mobile vulnerability management audit
trails as well as ability to audit mobile device hardware, applications and configurations. Automatic
vulnerability audit updates are available via BeyondSaaS, a cloud‐based, vulnerability assessment solution.
Other notable features include mobile device vulnerability profiles and severity based remediation.
12.2.11.5.

Saint 8

Saint 8 [271] is an integrated security tool suite incorporating Vulnerability Assessment, Penetration Testing,
Configuration Assessment and Regulatory Compliance (NIST SCAP, IAVA, PCI etc.). It is supported on the
MacOS, Windows and Linux platforms and does not assess mobile devices except for laptops running the
aforementioned OSs.
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data limits and increases battery uptime. It doesn’t need root permission, and can be run directly on any
Android device, whether it is rooted or not.
Highlights







Data permissions can be customised to Allow/Block individual applications. Mobiwol allows freedom
to decide which apps access the web and how, with the option to block all background activity for an
app, allowing it to connect to the outside world only when it’s active in the foreground (saving
battery).
The Data Usage Reporting feature replaces the Android built‐in Data Usage screens to show exactly
how much data apps on your device use collectively as well as individually, and also lets you set limits
on data usage.
Mobiwol tracks and logs the activity initiated by your device; each application that accesses a data
connection is logged, along with the IP address of the server for which it is intending to connect.
Real‐time notifications ‐ notifies you when an application tries to connect to the Internet by sending a
notification to the notification bar

12.2.14. Proxifiers
A proxifier is software which can make other programs pass through a proxy server by intercepting and
modifying their network requests (M38). There is a lot of different software for different platforms, with some
platforms having none. For example, ProxyCap is under a proprietary (Shareware) license (but not with the
code available) for MacOSX, Windows and Windows Mobile and supports SOCKS5 and SSH1 and SSH2. On the
other hand for Linux and Android there are open‐source applications that supports SOCKS5 but not SSH1 and
SSH2. Proxifiers have been compared in Wikipedia [278].
As described in [279], there are several problems with proxies, such as slow performance.
12.2.15. Virtualisation
Virtualisation (M18) is used in several system components to improve security.
Mobile virtualisation is hardware virtualisation on a smartphone, enabling secure separation between the
underlying hardware and the software that runs on top of it. Mobile virtualisation could be used in
smartphones to make them cheaper [280] [281], but also in enterprise phones to support multiple domains
and OSs on the same hardware [282] [283] [284] [285]. As described in [286], VMware’s Mobile Virtualization
Platform (MVP) solution had to be preloaded into the phone by the manufacturer, and the approach of having
two phones in one didn't catch on in general for users or IT managers.
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) is a service hosting user’s desktops on remove servers, and allowing users
to access these desktops over a network from almost any device, including desktops, laptops, tablets and
smartphones. This means that users can access their desktop from any location, without having to use only
single client device or OS. Because resources are centralised, users moving between locations can still access
the same desktop environment with their applications and data. Vendors such as Citrix [287], HP [288] and
VMware [289] are offering VDI solutions. It is claimed that VDIs provide IT administrators with centralised
delivery, management, control of virtual desktops and more efficiency [290].
One example product using the VDI approach is Hypori (originally DroidCloud) [168]. It is claimed that it is
possible to integrate Hypori platform with existing EMM, MDM and MAM solutions as also application stores,
LDAP, multifactor authentication solutions, monitoring, DevOps deployments and auditing [168].
Jolla smartphones [144] run Alien Dalvik [291] on top of the Sailfish OS as a virtual machine. Alien Dalvik lacks
some features of Google’s DalvikVM on Android and some device specific information, features and memory,
but it provides running Android applications in a virtual machine. RIM is offering BlackBerry PlayBook support
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In [14] a security policy enforcement framework called MobileGuardian is proposed. Security policy
enforcement is divided into 1) sensitive data isolation, 2) security policy formulation, 3) security policy testing
and 3) security policy execution.
12.3.3. Multi-factor authentication
As described in previous sections, commercial mobile devices already use multi‐factor authentication, e.g., by
combining passwords, fingerprint readers, location information, contactless and connected software and
hardware tokens, and smart cards. Researchers have proposed additional techniques such as face [299] [300]
[301], iris data [302] [299], finger‐vein [303], voice [299] [300], hand geometry, handwriting, gait/walking
pattern [304] [299], and keystroke pattern [305] [306] recognition. Many of these recognition mechanisms
require additional hardware and software, which increases the price (and usually also the size) of the product,
and thus are not yet widely used. Biometric recognition techniques have several challenges [307], such as
problems in face recognition under different lightning conditions [308].
Authentication can also be improved, by hardening keypads as presented in [309].
As described in [24], passwords are one of the most challenging topics to communicate, and one of the most
difficult behaviours to be changed. They are also expensive, e.g., for Espoo city, it costs 200,000 euros a year to
change forgotten passwords of the city’s workers [310]. OWASP gives the following security control [122]:
‘Instead of passwords consider using longer term authorization tokens that can be securely stored on the device
(as per the OAuth model). Encrypt the tokens in transit (using SSL/TLS). Tokens can be issued by the backend
service after verifying Smartphones secure development guidelines for application developers the user
credentials initially. The tokens should be time bounded to the specific service as well as revocable (if possible
server side), thereby minimizing the damage in loss scenarios. Use the latest versions of the authorization
standards (such as OAuth 2.0). Make sure that these tokens expire as frequently as practicable.’
The following examples are presented as ideas to change user behaviour: 1) People should be ensured to
create strong passwords or passphrases, and 2) people should be taught how to use passwords securely.
There are mechanisms for preventing the use of weak passwords [311], and to analyse the security of
passwords [233]. Because passwords are ubiquitous, and people tend to have tens of accounts, there is a risk
that people use the same (otherwise good) password in multiple accounts, use almost the same password in
multiple accounts but change only the last characters of the password, or enrol a list of passwords in different
accounts. This risk exists even if people use mechanisms, such as presented in [312] to remember their
passwords. Mechanisms to discover if the same passwords have been used in different accounts are very
limited if not impossible. Using passwords, especially in mobile devices, presents additional challenges. Typing
passwords with a mobile device takes a long time with the constrained keyboards [313], and is error‐prone [15]
Reports about hacked websites where passwords have been stolen and published abound. These passwords
were not stored safely or were so weak that they were easy to decipher [39].
The authors of [24] give an example: if a user is using the same password for multiple accounts, they most likely
cannot remember many passwords, and thus password management tools should be considered along with
tuition on how to use them. An even better solution would be disabling passwords totally. As described in the
section 12.3. ‘Countermeasures presented by researchers‘, new types of passwords, based, e.g., on patterns,
figures or questions have been researched. With a combination of new types of passwords, graphical
CAPTCHAs, certificates, and multifactor, implicit and/or adaptive authentication, the usage of passwords could
be decreased or even be disabled and system usability improved without decreasing its security (M48).
When the amount of required separate devices in the multi‐factor authentication procedure increases, the risk
of losing one of them increases. Because of this, there should be backup mechanisms, e.g., to select any of the
available corresponding factors.
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12.3.4. Context-based and implicit authentication
As described in [314], multi‐factor authentication is costly to implement, it disrupts legitimate user activity and
can be bypassed. Bypassing examples have been presented in [315] [316]. With context‐based authentication,
organisations can create rules that determine, pre‐authentication, whether and how a given authentication
process should proceed based on context. Context can include information such as a) device registration and
fingerprinting, b) source IP reputation data, c) comparing user’s current information with the corresponding
information kept in a directory or user store, d) geo‐location, e) geo‐fencing, f) geo‐velocity, and g) behavioural
analysis [314]. Context‐aware authentication mechanisms have been proposed in [317] [318] [319].
Implicit authentication (M44) is an ability to authenticate mobile users based on actions they would carry out
anyway. It has similarities to context‐based authentication, e.g., if location is used for the authentication.
Jacobson et al. [320] use this in a scoring algorithm where combination of time of day, location of the user and
time elapsed since the last good call, and inter‐arrival time between bad calls are used to calculate an
authentication score. Positive and negative events must be identified. Positive events are common habits and
they increase the authentication score. Negative events are not commonly seen for a user or are associated
with attacks, and they decrease the authentication score. When the authentication score falls below a specific
threshold, the user must explicitly authenticate themselves, e.g., by providing a password.
Implicit authentication provides additional security controls and most likely improves usefulness of the device,
if it is implemented properly. Possibilities of context‐aware systems in providing more secure user
authentication, e.g., by applying the context itself as an authentication factor have been discussed in [321].
12.3.5. Adaptive security
Adaptive information security (M45) enables changes and modification of security mechanisms at runtime
[322]. Adaptive security has some similar features to implicit authentication. In fact, implicit authentication can
be seen as one part of adaptive security: it could be used only if the security level of the system is between
certain thresholds, otherwise explicit authentication mechanisms, e.g., based on passwords or biometric
recognition would be used.
One use case for adaptive security is selecting encryption mechanisms for transmitted data, video and VoIP
calls, or for text messages. If the security level in the environment is good, the system may rely only on
encryption of communication protocols such as Wi‐Fi, 3G and 4G. When the security level deteriorates, the
system starts to use additional encryption layers, e.g., by using VPN tunnels, IPsec, TLS/SSL, and/or PGP, with
ciphersuites that have been previously or during the runtime selected suitable for certain security levels.
Adaptive security could be used to improve user experience, and also decrease bad user experience, e.g. as
caused by VPN.
Even at the lowest security level, the used ciphersuites should be secure. For example, when using TLS or DTLS,
version 1.2 should be used with ciphersuites that 1) use keys suitable for mobile devices (RSA and DSA take
much more memory space than ECDSA and PSK), 2) provide perfect forward secrecy by using exchange
mechanisms with ephemeral functionality such as ECDHE and DHE, 3) use at least 128‐bit AES keys, 4) use
block‐cipher modes that provide AE, such as GCM, CCM or EAX, 5) do not provide anonym authentication, does
not provide NULL‐encryption and 6) uses 8 octet bit MAC if MAC is used. Examples of ciphersuites providing
these features are TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384, TLS_PSK_DHE_WITH_AES_256_CCM_8,
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 and TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CCM_8.
12.3.6. Securing communication without CAs
Security systems using certification authority (CA) based public key infrastructure (PKI) have several problems
[323] [324] [325] [326], which can be caused, e.g., because of compromise of CA organisations [327] [328] [329]
[330]. Many TLS/SSL implementations have and have had serious vulnerabilities [331] [332] [333] [334], and
many of the supported protocols or algorithms used in implementations are obsolete and insecure [335].
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13.

Results

This section analyses which of the risks described in the sections 9. ‘Usage scenarios, actors and assets to be
protected‘, 10. ‘Threats‘ and 11. ‘Risk analysis‘ can and which cannot be mitigated by using guidelines, security
controls, checklists, research proposals, or the commercial products presented in the ‘Literature Review‘.
Several security controls exists, however not all of them are widely used.
It was discovered that authentication mechanisms need improvements. For example, the user has to be
authenticated also during the usage of the device, not just when she/he is logging into the device or to the
services. The reason for this is that an unauthorised user might gain the device after the login and use it
maliciously before the next required login.
Sensitive data should be protected better; there should be mechanisms for finding out where, by who and how
the data is stored and transmitted, and that the data is destroyed properly.
There should be mechanisms for safe use of mobile devices that provide secure access to the Internet even if
the nearest mobile cell tower could be down or discovered to be malicious.
There should be mechanisms to let adversaries to access devices under blackmailing and torturing without
giving them access to sensitive information.
Several guidelines recommend teaching (security awareness). It was mentioned also by several companies such
as MDM providers.
New countermeasures, recommendations and security controls are described and analysed in the next section.
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14.
New countermeasures, security controls and
recommendations
It was discovered, that there are organisations which do not handle SECRET or TOP SECRET (at GSC level)
information in mobile devices at all, but let people access such information, e.g., only in physically protected
offices. This is a good practice; however apparently there sometimes needs to be access to such information
outside offices. As can be seen from the section 13. ‘Results‘, there are no good enough mitigation mechanisms
for all existing risks, and thus new mitigation mechanisms are required. This section describes such new
countermeasures, recommendations, and security controls.

14.1. Protecting sensitive data
It is possible to make SecureDrives [148] to explode when the battery of the SSD drive runs out or when it does
not access a GSM signal. Current computer motherboards support waking up the system when a previously
paired Bluetooth device (such as a mobile phone) comes near enough, and to hibernate or standby when this
device goes away from the motherboard. The same approaches could be used in situation when the user goes
too far from the device. For example, an approach presented in SALT card [339] uses the following mechanism:
When the user is near the phone with the SALT card, the device is unlocked but when they leave the phone
locks itself.
The device could end all sensitive connections, logout from corporate networks, unmount corporate disk
partitions and network drives, or just shut down properly (not only hibernate or standby but really shut the
device and wipe the RAM). If there was an additional OS, GPS module and a place for a SIM card, it would be
possible to still send location information to preconfigured phone numbers or via email. Reading the distance
between the user and the device, or device and the working location should not rely only on one technique. If
using two or more techniques and interfaces are combined, the likelihood of having risk of single point of
failure decreases.
With adaptive security (M45), it would be possible to deny access to certain sensitive data when the security
level becomes too low, e.g., in certain locations, or even to remove certain data from the device but still let the
user use the device (M48).
In data protection, it could be possible to use ideas from BlueBox Security [178] described in the section
12.2.4.1. ‘Bluebox Mobile Data Security‘.

14.2. Protecting against theft and unauthorised borrowing
It would be possible to add additional movement sensors to mobile devices, or use the sensors already inside
the device. If the device is moved ‘wrongly’ when it is locked, it could, e.g., raise alarms.
In addition to movement sensors, location based keys [339] and extra location trackers [241] [240] [242] could
be integrated into devices or used with them.

14.3. Protecting communication channels
LTE Direct [340] allows wireless access up to 500 meters and connecting directly between cell phones without
using cellular towers. It has been experimented with e.g., by Qualcomm and Facebook, and it can be used for
chatting or for advertising by offering customised deals [341].
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of the system could still look correct, and have several files looking correct and sensitive, and allow access to
fake remote services such as email (M52).

14.5. Frequent swapping and wiping devices
As described in the section 12. ‘Literature Review‘, scheduling of deletion of data such as sensitive personal
data, periodic reloading and wiping of devices and reloading with specially prepared and tested disk images
have been proposed. These should be done always after security incidents such as finding malware from the
device. It would be possible to do this also, e.g., every day. The user would have one device in use and the rest
of similar devices would be under monitoring, wiping, reloading, or testing. The user could change the device
when coming to work or leaving the workplace. In addition, forensics tools could be used easily after possible
incidents.
Frequent swapping of devices (M53) would give protection also against hardware tampering, e.g., in scenarios
where the adversary has modified the smartphone battery or other parts.

14.6. Information dynamic storage, information location randomisation
In general the location of information can be subdivided into three main categories: 1) in the local system
memory (e.g. information creation and editing), 2) in transit between systems (e.g. information exchange over
network), and 3) at rest (e.g. saved on data storage). When considering the information protection and trust, at
least confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA triad) have to be taken into account. For information in
system memory, the main focus is put on integrity (e.g. ensure correct information processing by the local
system); information in transit considers all three aspects (e.g. secure and trusted information access); while
information at rest is concerned mainly about implementing strong encryption algorithms.
Information at rest can be considered to be the most vulnerable if access to it is gained under certain
conditions, as at that point it is only as secure as encryption algorithm implemented. In this case the location of
stored information can be predetermined as it is statically located within a physical device (e.g. hard disk drive)
or a cluster of devices (e.g. network attached storage).
To make unauthorised access to the information harder upon breach of physical security and implemented
safeguards, the idea of developing information dynamic storage could be developed where information is
always on the move within the predefines system boundaries instead of being static. Information dynamic
storage in principle should maintain the process of constant information dynamic allocation and randomisation
in a way that is transparent and easily usable for authorised user, but make it hard and unpredictable to the
adversary. A conceptual prototype would consider the following basic principles: information location
randomisation approach development (the storage systems involved, information dynamic location method
and its management); specific hardware requirements (including storage technologies and power supply
needs); filesystem and memory allocation independence (should be platform independent and support popular
OSs); performance penalties (evaluating and optimising the performance of such an approach); fault tolerance
and resilience (information defragmentation and recovery in case of system failure).
As an abstract example, the similar address space layout randomization (ASLR) method could be considered as
a good concept example for information dynamic allocation and segmenting within the computer memory.
However, information dynamic storage takes information location randomization to a whole new level, by
using novel research and technological models.
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14.7. Policy enforcement
‘Understanding how the individual is using the data on their device is essential to successfully protecting data in
the mobile world.’ –Adam Ely [12]
An effective awareness program requires identifying which human behaviours pose the greatest risk to the
organisation, the government, etc., and then establishing an engaging training program that changes those
behaviours. [24] A gap analysis must be performed beforehand [356]. All common threats and attacks apply
also to high‐level decision‐makers, however because of the value of information they are holding, there might
be much more sophisticated attacks against them. In practice this means that more training should be done
and it should not only include common threats but give real examples of results and punishments of, e.g.,
sensitive data leakage.
‘About 2/3 of companies report putting enterprise needs above the user needs. As a result, users simply ignore
security policies and simply chose to ‘go around’ IT.’ –Adam Ely [12]
Organisations should do active assessment such as vulnerability scans and penetration testing of mobile
devices [11]. Target vulnerability validation techniques include password cracking, penetration testing, social
engineering, and application security testing [357]. In addition to these, false attacks could be used to increase
awareness by disconcerting the user.
One new policy could be having additional user profiles (M42), e.g., for family members of high‐level officials or
decision‐makers. This way the user could lend the device easily, e.g., to his/her children, however they would
have their own user profiles with less permissions. This could be done already when giving the device to the
user; the administrator could ask from the user if there is a need for additional accounts.

14.8. Monitoring
One problem is that user might want to be able to visit any web page. When proxy servers and firewalls are
used, they usually prevent visiting illegal and malicious ones, however sometimes also some required web
pages. One possibility to enable the visiting of every possible web page is to combine ideas from adaptive
security, proxifiers, proxy servers and VDI solutions. All the traffic would go through a proxifier and a proxy
server and the proxy server would transmit the request (e.g., a HTTP GET) to the destination without checking
any whitelists or blacklists. When the proxy server received the reply (e.g., a web page), it would parse it
(automatically or manually by trusted individuals) and translate it to a format that is suitable for a mobile
device. It would be possible, e.g., to show only the plain text from web pages the user wants to visit. The proxy
server would adapt and modify its behaviour based on the security level of the system.
This would enable similar security features as when using VDI viewers, however with the added possibility for
monitoring and result modification in the proxy server. The end user could visit any web page, click any link,
etc. In such an approach the proxy server (and a real person using it) must be trusted, because end‐to‐end
encryption between the mobile device and the accessed service could not be provided.

14.9. Buying extra security
It is described in [358] that Germany’s Federal Intelligence Service, the Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND) has
asked for money to buy 0‐day vulnerabilities on the open market. By doing so, it would be possible to gain
information about security vulnerabilities in their own systems, and if there are not yet patches or updates
against them, to design other ways to protect against them.
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15.

Conclusion

As described in this paper, there are several security controls that can be used in advanced mobile devices to
enforce security policies and to improve security of such devices. To make them usable, policies must be in a
line with the usage of these devices, and technical security controls must not be too difficult. Current widely
used security controls such as using usernames and passwords for authentication can be changed to more
usable ones without decreasing the level of security in authentication.
Rather than starting from the scratch, organisations should start from publicly developed, vetted, and
supported security benchmarks, security guides, or checklists related to technical security controls and security
policies.
As can be seen, there are still many technical opportunities to make mobile devices more secure. They cost
money and thus make the devices more expensive; however in some use cases it might be necessary. Usage of
technical security mechanisms, secure hardened mobile devices and technical enforcing mechanisms are
required but not enough; users need to be security aware, which requires user training but also penetration
testing. Awareness can be increased also by alarming the user. Training must not only include security
awareness but also descriptions of security policies, why they exist, why they should be followed, etc. Security
training must be frequent, because people tend to change their behaviour. In many cases, training might also
be a cheaper way to improve security than adding all possible technical features to the systems.
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